WHite wine

125ML | 175ML | 250ML | BOTTLE

VIURA BLANCO, RAMA
Tropical notes of pineapple & bananas, with a citrus hit.
SPAIN | 11.5% 

£3.20 | £4.50 | £6.00 | £17.95

PINOT GRIGIO, VIA NOVA
Lemony on the nose, with a delicious balance in the mouth. Dry white with a gorgeous lingering finish.

£3.50 | £4.90 | £6.95 | £18.95

ITALY | 12% 

SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOS TORTOLITOS
Juicy lime & green apple combine with passionfruit, herbal notes &
crisp acidity, leading to a refreshing mineral finish.
CHILE | 12.5% 

£3.60 | £4.90 | £6.80 | £19.95

FREE-RUN STEEN CHENIN BLANC, MAN FAMILY WINES
Tropical fruit, guava & melon aromas, crisp & bold sweet citrus backed by refreshing acidity & minerality.

£19.95

SOUTH AFRICA | 13% 

CHARDONNAY LES MOUGEOTTES IGP PAYS D'OC
Lemon & vanilla on the nose with a round, fruity body & a hint of vanilla oak character. Has more
ripeness than a Macon & more savouriness than the New World, making it ideal by the glass.
FRANCE | 13.5% 

£3.60 | £4.90 | £6.80 | £21.95

QL FLOWERS VINHO VERDE, QUINTA DA LIXA
Fruity, floral notes, fresh & well balanced.

£23.95

PORTUGAL | 10.5% 

VIOGNIER IGP PAYS D'OC, LEDUC
A vibrant, luminous colour with green hues. On the nose, peach, apricot & almond
aromas prevail with a refreshing yet fruity palate with a smooth & round finish.

£24.95

FRANCE | 13% 

PICPOUL DE PINET, RÉSERVE ROQUEMOLIÈRE
The wine is crisp, light & aromatic, with remarkable freshness on the palate.

£27.95

FRANCE | 12.5% 

MOHUA SAUVIGNON BLANC, PEREGRINE WINES
Fresh stonefruit, lemon zest & crunchy peas combine with tropical fruits &
freshly cut limes in this fresh & mouthwatering Sauvignon Blanc.
NEW ZEALAND | 12.5% 

£5.00 | £7.00 | £9.90 | £29.95

CHABLIS 1ER CRU MONTÉE DE TONNERRE, DOMAINE DE VAUROUX
Brillant wine, mineral & frank in taste. Although its nose is a little closedin, the wine has an important richness & enough of complexity.
FRANCE | 13% 

£44.95

red wine

125ML | 175ML | 250ML | BOTTLE

TEMPRANILLO TINTO, RAMA
A mixture of red & black fruits such as cranberries and blackberries, combined with sweet toasty
flavours.
SPAIN | 12.5% 

£3.20 | £4.50 | £6.00 | £17.95

BARBERA AMONTE, VOLPI
Deliciously fruity with notes of blueberries, cherries & raspberries. Robust with a persitent finish.
ITALY | 12.5% 

£18.95

TOOMA RIVER SHIRAZ, TOOMA RIVER
A touch of spice, dark berry juice & a really clean & lovely finish.
AUSTRALIA | 14% 

£3.60 | £4.90 | £6.80 | £19.95

ON THE GRAPEVINE PINOT NOIR, MCWILLIAMS
Complex bouquet of spiced berries, rhubarb & earthy characters.

£22.95

AUSTRALIA | 13.5% 

ESTATE MERLOT, HUMBERTO CANALE
Its utmost pairing is grilled or roast meats & game as well as rich pasta dishes.
ARGENTINA | 13.5% 

£4.20 | £6.00 | £8.50 | £24.95

CARMENERE RESERVA, VINAMAR
Black plums, spices & truffle notes.

£25.95

CHILE | 13.5% 

DON DAVID MALBEC, EL ESTECO
Smoke & spice on the nose is complemented by redcurrants and ripe, lush
cherries. Palate of plum jam, tobacco, dark chocolate & vanilla.
ARGENTINA | 14% 

£5.00 | £7.00 | £9.90 | £27.95

RIOJA RESERVA, RAMÓN BILBAO
Lovely garnet colour with medium-high depth of colour & a complex nose. Clear &
bright. When the glass is twirled you can see its legs. A complex nose.
SPAIN | 14% 

£5.00 | £7.00 | £9.90 | £29.95

CRASTO DOURO SUPERIOR RED, QUINTA DO CRASTO
Deep purple in colour. On the nose the wine shows fresh wild berry
fruits that are well integrated with light notes of spice.
PORTUGAL | 13.5% 

£34.95

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOC, BERTANI
Intense notes of black fruits, plum, raspberry & spice with a fresh balanced palate.
ITALY | 13.5% 

£35.95

CHÂTEAU BERTINAT LARTIGUE, SAINT EMILION
St.Emilion produces some of the most enjoyable wines in the whole Bordeaux
region. Deliciously soft & elegant merlot with plum fruits & firm structure.
FRANCE | 12.5% 

£37.95

DREADNOUGHT SYRAH, MAN O' WAR
Overt blue berries & black pepper notes. The palate is elegant with supple fruit, vibrant acidity &
a large presence of fine grained tannins emulating the structure of classical Northern Rhone.
NEW ZEALAND | 14% 

£49.95

Sparkling & Champagne	BOTTLE
PROSECCO DOC TREVISO, VINICOLA SERENA 20CL
A crisp & lively sparkling wine, with a delicate fruity character of lemon & golden apple.

£7.50

ITALY | 11% 

PROSECCO, VIA VAI
A lively, crisp, sparkling wine with a delicate lemon character & an aromatic, dry, refreshing finish.
ITALY | 10.5% 

£19.95

BRUT DI PINOT NERO ROSÉ VS, RUGGERI
A beautifully fresh & light sparkling rose with an intensely ripe cranberry character.
ITALY | 12% 

£29.95

BRUT BARON DE MARCK, GOBILLARD
Clean & soft with stylish character & a fruity nature bursting with apples and pears.
FRANCE | 12.5% 

£39.95

BLACK DOG HILL 2014
Unmistakably Black Dog Hill & undoubtedly the best vintage of Classic Cuvée
since the 2011. The Chardonnay component gives the wine its racy style & drive
while the Pinot Noir offers body, ripeness & red berry fragrance.
ENGLAND | 12.5% 

rose wine

£44.95

125ML | 175ML | 250ML | BOTTLE

WHITE ZINFANDEL, ANCHOR STEP
Full of vibrant ripe peach, mango & melon aromas. Juicy strawberry &
tropical fruit flavours with fresh acidity balancing the sweetness.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA | 11% 

£3.60 | £4.90 | £6.80 | £19.95

GRENACHE ROSE, LES MOUGEOTTES
Raspberry, strawberry & blossom notes on the nose with ripe red berry & peach
flavours on palate. This is an elegant wine with refreshing acidity.
FRANCE | 12.5% 

£3.70 | £5.30 | £7.40 | £21.95

ROSE SICILIA DOC, PLANETA
A light & attractive nose with notes of rose petals, pomegranate and strawberries.
ITALY | 12.5% 

£4.20 | £6.00 | £8.50 | £24.95

Dessert wine 

125ML | BOTTLE

THE NOBLE MUD PIE, D’ARENBERG
Superbly indulgent, wonderfully rich & complex. A nose strongly reminiscent of dried apricots. The palate
is dominated by complex flavours of ginger bread, tinned pineapple, honey, cinnamon & kumquat.
AUSTRALIA | 11.8% 

£4.00 | £24.95

PEDRO XIMENEZ, BELLA LUNA
Deep ebony with dense aromas of raisins, dates & honey. The palate is
unctuous & complex with a long, candied fruit finish.
SPAIN | 15% 

£5.50 | £19.95

LBV PORT, QUINTA DO CRASTO
This late bottled vintage shows brooding black cherry fruit with a huge cedary core.
A simple, ripe and mouthfilling wine, rounded off by a sweet finish.
PORTUGAL | 20% 

£3.00 | £34.95

